Area Hotels

EL SEGUNDO/HAWTHORNE $100 LODGING $51 MIE $151 MAX/DAY
3 mi. S of Los Angeles Intl. Arpt. (LAX)

SUMMERFIELD SUITES EL SEGUNDO
810 S. Douglas St., 90245
$100 SGL/DBL one bdrm
Phone: 310-725-0100 Fax: 310-725-0900
Complimentary local transfers, buffet breakfast
NLRA *6 pm cancel policy

DOUBLETREE HOTEL EL SEGUNDO
1985 E. Grand Ave., 90245
$100 SGL/DBL
Phone: 310-322-0999 Fax 310-322-4758
Complimentary airport and local (2-5 mi.) transfers, full american breakfast, local/toll free/calling card access
LRA *4 pm cancel policy

COURTYARD EL SEGUNDO/LOS ANGELES
2000 E. Mariposa Ave., 90245
$100 SGL/DBL
Phone: 310-322-0700 Fax: 310-322-4401
Hi speed internet access, airport transfers
NLRA *6 pm cancel policy

AYRES HOTEL HAWTHORNE/MANHATTAN BEACH
14400 Hindry Ave., 90250
$100 SGL/DBL
Phone: 310-536-0400 Fax: 310-536-7665
Full american breakfast
LRA *24 hr cancel policy

LOS ANGELES (LAX) $100 LODGING $51 MIE $151 MAX/DAY
Los Angeles Intl. Arpt. (LAX); Burbank Arpt. (BUR);
Long Beach Arpt. (LGB); Ontario Arpt. (ONT)

RENAISSANCE LAX AIRPORT
9620 Airport Blvd., 90045
$100 SGL/DBL
Phone: 310-337-2800 Fax: 310-216-6681
Complimentary transportation to/from airport, ok for personal use, parking charge $8 per day, DOUBLE MARRIOTT AWARD POINTS
LRA *4 pm cancel policy

MARRIOTT LAX AIRPORT
5855 W. Century Blvd., 90045
$100 SGL
Phone: 310-641-5700 Fax: 310-337-5358
Complimentary transportation to/from airport, parking charge $12 per day
LRA *4 pm cancel policy

MANHATTAN BEACH $100 LODGING $51 MIE $151 MAX/DAY
5 mi. S of Los Angeles Intl. Arpt. (LAX)

RESIDENCE INN MANHATTAN BEACH
1700 N. Sepulveda Blvd., 90266
$100 SGL/DBL
Phone: 310-546-7627 Fax: 310-545-1327
Complimentary airport (3 mi.) and local (3 mi.) transfers, continental breakfast
NLRA *4 pm cancel policy

REDONDO BEACH $100 LODGING $51 MIE $151 MAX/DAY
7 mi. S of Los Angeles Intl. Arpt. (LAX)

CROWNE PLAZA REDONDO BEACH
300 N. Harbor Dr., 90277
$100 SGL/DBL
Phone: 310-318-8888 Fax: 310-376-1930
Parking $12 per day
LRA *6 pm cancel policy

THE PORTOFINO HOTEL
260 Portofino Way, 90277
$100 SGL/DBL; $146 Upgraded
Phone: 310-379-8481 Fax: 310-372-7329
LRA *4 pm cancel policy